Organic spacers improve LED performance
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and vacuum conditions required by materials in
inorganic LEDs.
In particular, 2-D perovskites sandwiched in
between large organic molecules—which act as
spacers in the perovskite crystal lattice—have
attracted a lot of interest not only because of their
low-cost manufacturability but also their enhanced
optoelectronic properties. The high color purity,
tunability, and brightness of 2-D layered
perovskites make them promising materials for nextgeneration lighting and displays. In addition, the
external quantum efficiency of perovskite-based
LEDs—the ratio of the number of light particles
emitted from the device to the number of electrons
passing through the device—has been rapidly
improving.
An illustration showing the working principle of a lightemitting diode made with semiconducting materials
arranged in a "perovskite" crystal structure. Particles of
light, or photons, are emitted when electrons (e-) and
holes (h+) in the materials recombine under an applied
voltage. A team led by Los Alamos National Laboratory
in collaboration with Brookhaven and Argonne National
Laboratories demonstrated that the efficiency of photon
emission from recombination and the brightness of this
emission can be improved by tuning the large carboncontaining compounds that cap the perovskite crystal.
Credit: Brookhaven National Laboratory

Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) release energy in the
form of light when electrons and "holes" (electron
vacancies) recombine in response to an applied
voltage. Over the past few years, scientists have
turned their attention toward LEDs based on hybrid
organic (carbon-containing) and inorganic
materials with the same crystal structure as the
mineral perovskite. Unlike the organic LEDs found
in some consumer electronics including television
and cell phone screens, perovskite-based LEDs
are made from inexpensive earth-abundant
materials such as lead, halogens like iodide or
bromide, and positively charged organic ions.
Moreover, perovskites can be prepared in solution
at room temperature, unlike the high temperatures

Now, a team led by the U.S. Department of
Energy's (DOE) Los Alamos National Laboratory in
collaboration with Brookhaven and Argonne
National Laboratories has demonstrated that the
choice of organic spacer significantly impacts LED
performance. By using organic spacers with atoms
arranged in a ring instead of a linear chain, the
scientists increased device efficiency by two orders
of magnitude (to around 12 percent) and brightness
by 70 times, with a luminance approaching that of
typical green organic LEDs.
"The large organic spacers slice the 3-D perovskite
crystal lattice into a 2-D layered structure consisting
of graphene-like atomic sheets each less than a
billionth-of-a-meter thick," explained Wanyi Nie, a
scientist at the Center for Integrated
Nanotechnologies (CINT) at Los Alamos.
In this case, the scientists compared LEDs based
on 2-D lead bromide perovskites with alkyl (linear)
or benzyl (ring) organic spacers. To ensure a fair
comparison between the two types of devices, Nie
and Hsinhan (Dave) Tsai—a J. Robert Oppenheimer
Distinguished Postdoc Fellow at Los Alamos—first
synthesized high-quality materials and fabricated
highly crystalline thin films of the perovskites under
the same processing conditions. Then, they
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validated the films' crystalline structure and
The extended carrier lifetimes increased
orientation through electron microscopy and X-ray luminescence efficiency, resulting in brighter light
scattering.
emission from the benzyl perovskite.
Next, the team studied the films' light emission
(photoluminescence) properties at Brookhaven's
Center for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) and
Argonne's Center for Nanoscale Materials (CNM).

At CNM, staff scientist Xuedan Ma applied highresolution scanning laser microscopy to map the
spatial distributions of the photoluminescence from
the films. This mapping revealed that the benzyl
perovskite thin films had a stronger, more uniform
emission intensity.

At the CFN Advanced Optical Spectroscopy and
Microscopy Facility, staff scientist Mircea Cotlet and
research associate Mingxing Li of the Soft and Bio "We observed quite substantial differences in the
Nanomaterials Group measured the
emission intensities and distributions of the different
photoluminescence decay of the films after
types of films, which could be attributed to the
excitation with a light pulse.
distinct carrier dynamics in the materials," said Ma.
To link these photophysical properties with
electronic structure dynamics, Xiaoyi Zhang's team
at Argonne's Advanced Photon Source (APS)
performed time-resolved X-ray absorption
spectroscopy.
"This method relies on the unique timing structure
and powerful single X-ray pulses of the APS to
track very small changes that happen very quickly,"
said Zhang. "The time-resolved X-ray absorption
technique itself is highly sensitive to the charge
changes, so it can tell us absolutely where the
charge is and how it flows inside the material."
A photograph of the thin films under ultraviolet light
exposure shows that the perovskite with the ring-shaped
organic spacer (benzyl perovskite, right) emits much
brighter light than the perovskite with the linear organic
spacer (alkyl perovskite, left). The blue circular objects in
the right-hand corner are marks indicating the respective
spacers on the glass substrate. Credit: Brookhaven
National Laboratory

"Called time-resolved optical microscopy, this
technique allows us to measure the rate at which
electrons and holes recombine, in turn giving us
information about charge-carrier lifetimes,"
explained Cotlet.

A schematic showing the layered LED device
architecture. Charges (electrons and holes) are injected
through top (Al) and bottom (ITO) electrodes. In between
the electrodes are an electron transport layer (TPBi) and
a hole transport layer (TPD). As shown in the callout, the
"Our measurements showed that light-excited
2-D layered perovskite (RPLPs) in the middle of the
carriers in the benzyl perovskite have a lifetime five
device consists of lead bromide (PbBr6) separated by an
times longer than that of the alkyl perovskite," said organic molecule (MA), which stabilizes the crystal
Li.
internally. The large organic spacers (blue) "capping" the
perovskite externally are either linear (BA) or ring shaped
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(PEA). Credit: Brookhaven National Laboratory

More information: Hsinhan Tsai et al. Critical
Role of Organic Spacers for Bright 2D Layered
Perovskites Light?Emitting Diodes, Advanced
Science (2020). DOI: 10.1002/advs.201903202

The spectra showed a change in the electronic
structure on the bromide sites of the benzyl
perovskite only.
Provided by Brookhaven National Laboratory
"The holes on the bromide sites don't immediately
get stuck in charge traps, or electronic defects in
the material," explained Tsai. "The holes can wait
around for electrons to show up and recombine to
generate light instead of wasteful heat. This
phenomenon is related to the 2-D crystal structure
of the material. The rigid, bulky benzyl ring affects
the crystalline packing of the perovskite, thereby
changing the charge transport and recombination
processes."
Back at Los Alamos, Nie and Tsai assembled the
thin films into LEDs and measured device efficiency
and brightness. In a final demonstration, they
performed an operational lifetime test of the benzyl
perovskite-based LED. Under continuous operation
with a high injection current and in ambient
conditions, the device lasted 25 minutes.
"Compared to organic LEDs, which can last
100,000 hours, 25 minutes may seem short," said
Nie. "But it is an improvement if you consider that
perovskites are only just beginning to be
researched and they tend to be sensitive to various
external conditions such as humidity and applied
voltages. This advance brings us one step forward
toward more stable perovskite-based LEDs."
In follow-on studies, the team will determine
whether embedding the 2-D perovskites inside an
organic matrix could help prevent degradation.
They will also explore other organic spacers that
may enhance the charge recombination effect.
"Because of their low-cost manufacturability and
desirable optoelectronic properties, 2-D perovskites
are exciting not only for LEDs but also for other
applications," said Tsai. "These light-emitting
materials could be useful for X-ray medical
imaging, optical communications, and lasing, for
example."
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